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ABSTRACT 
 
 Light Emerging is a symphonic dance suite in five movements. The work’s 
approximate length is 25 minutes; it is scored for flute, oboe, clarinet in Bb, bassoon, 
horn in F, trumpet in C with loop pedal, trombone, percussion, electronic percussion, 
piano, strings, and fixed media. Each movement of the dance suite is written to be 
performed as a standalone piece or together as one multimovement work. The music 
showcases open quintal sonorities layered in conflicting substructures, which contract 
into denser brooding passages and transform into tonal fanfares. 
Attempting to capture the essence of how humanity uniquely experiences light 
and assigns personification to it, the composer presents light and dark as the main 
characters in a grand ballet of good and evil. Prism (Movement I) is an overture that is 
constantly shifting and evolving. A rainbow of colors is presented by the various 
orchestra members, as timbral and pitch evolutions showcase the ever-changing 
perspectives of a prism held to light. Yin/Yang (Movement II) explores the relationship 
between light and dark. The solo clarinet represents light breaking through the darkness 
as its colorful flourishes pierce through the brooding fixed media. Sunrise (Movement 
III) captures the impressive majesty of light bursting over the dark horizon in the early 
morning. Lux (Movement IV) is a dance of light, using solo trumpet and a chorus of 
phantom trumpets. Light Eternal (Movement V) expresses the deep need for humans to 
worship that which is unknown and eternal, and the power of light to overcome the dark. 
The “March of Eternal Light” signals our end in this world and the journey to the beyond.  
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Horn in F 







*Snare drum, small bass drum 
**5 electronic drum pads 
***This work uses full string sections; however, there is only one section of violins.  
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Score A Dance Suite for Chamber Orchestra and Electronics
I. PRISM
Persistantly Mutating
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PERFORMANCE INSTRUCTIONS 
Electronic Percussion: 
 The second percussionist should have five electronic drum pads that can trigger 
sampled electronic drum sounds from a computer or drum module. The percussionist may 
choose any sample as long as it is not a real sounding drum, but something that sounds 
synthesized and will contrast the real percussion instruments. The five sounds should 
include the following: electronic snare, electronic tom, electronic bass drum, electronic 




There are 10 stereo prerecorded tracks that will be 
triggered throughout the piece. Either the conductor or the 
second percussionist may trigger these tracks. Also, the clarinet 
soloist and trumpet soloist may trigger the tracks for their own 
movements. Each cue presented in a numbered square with an 




 In the fourth movement the trumpet soloist will perform 
into a microphone that will be sent through a looper. The looper 
should be able to have two loops simultaneously playing back, 
where each can be independently engaged. The performer 
should engage the loop when the music shows the cue L1 or 
L2, for loop one and loop two, and disengage when done 
playing. The notation in boxes should repeat until indicated, 
when a new loop or prerecorded track takes over. Ideally, 
speaker reinforcement will be at a volume that sounds as if  





n is the symbol for niente or al niente, meaning "to nothing," and is played little more than 
a bare whisper in volume.  
In the sections marked senza misura (in free time) the tempo should remain the same, but 
the duration of the measures should be approximately five seconds long. 
Clarinet harmonics are shown with sounding harmonics as 
smaller noteheads. No fingerings are included as instruments 
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